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Chapter 1

Introduction

Walking around, interacting with other people, window shopping, and being entertained
by music or artists are leisure activities and personal pleasures that public spaces offer. Main
streets and sidewalks are traditional public spaces. They offer a crucial space for socializing and
relaxation as well as services for conducting daily errands. City streets not only provide places to
hold all these interactions, but also for small businesses and stores where people work and shop.
Hence, local streets are hubs for social and economic activity that helps drive the growth of
cities.
Unfortunately, local streets are often regarded as the path people use to get to their final
destinations, which has put street life under pressure. One of these pressures is car traffic. Cars
require parking and roads, and together with street intersections, highway, and overpasses take
up as much as 60% of downtown spaces (Plumer, 2016). According to Norman Garrick, around
17% of Hartford’s land is devoted to parking lots (cited in Teehan, 2019). Cars and parking lots
fill public spaces with noise, smog pollution, and danger of accidents and thus limit local
residents’ access to commercial and social activities.
Changing patterns of consumption and globalization have also strongly impacted public
spaces and local streets (Gehl, 1989; Zukin et al., 2015). This has shifted daily errands from local
streets and traditional small businesses to large shopping malls and chain supermarkets. Thanks
to technology and globalization, people enjoy a greater choice of products through online
shopping, which further threatens local streets as people are less likely to visit break-and-mortar
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stores to buy their goods. Furthermore, the Covid-19 pandemic has accelerated this trend by
promoting social isolation and furthering e-commerce spending. The combination of these forces
and factors have altered consumer behavior in ways that puts the survival of traditional local
commercial streets at great risk to the loss of its daily life-sustaining and other social aspects of
vibrancy.
However, there exists continued appeals of local streets to people who are gravitated to
the lively atmosphere and social interactions at cafés, convenience stores, barber shops and
salons, and laundry services, etc. They offer spaces for socializing with other people, interactions
as simply as talking about the weather or about new neighbors or local sports. These commercial
spaces on the local street inject a strong doze of sociality into the running of daily errands around
the neighborhood and mundane commercial transactions on its blocks.
Local streets also tell the story of what their neighborhood used to look like and how it is
changing. People, businesses, and housing on the street can tell us about these dynamics from the
way it looks. Are the business owners from the area or are they immigrants? What is the
aesthetics of the housing in the neighborhood? What language is written in the signs? Are there
any construction projects going on? All of these are just examples of how people can read a
neighborhood and that tells us a lot about its character. These questions press us to wonder about
how ethnically and culturally diverse the neighborhood is, whether it is a low- or upper-class
neighborhood, and whether it is decaying or trendy. Therefore, local streets offer a local angle
for understanding greater trends in a city like immigration, globalization, or gentrification. In
light of this general introduction the importance of the local street, I devote this project to
exploring the creation and potential loss of “street life” by comparing two local commercial
streets in the City of Hartford, CT given their understudies instructional importance (see later).
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This thesis consists of five chapters. The rest of this chapter introduces the two cases—
Park Street and Pratt Street—as a comparative study. The second chapter presents a literature
review as a way of offering an analytical framework for guiding the empirical study of both
streets. Chapter 2 then describes the research methodology and data, followed by a short account
of the historical backdrop for Hartford’s transformation to contextualize the microscopic focus
on its two streets. Chapter 3 examines Pratt Street in the Downtown context as a localized
manifestation of commercial street life as it has become an integral part of governmentorchestrated urban renewal to bring people back to a declined city center. Chapter 4 explores
Park Street as a Hispanic commercial corridor in Hartford for the purpose of demonstrating it as
a local ecosystem of ethnic diversity prevalent in everyday life. Both Chapters 3 and 4 include an
analytical focus on walkability and safety on both streets, among other related analyses, to
compare and contrast the relations among the key variables specified in the analytical framework
(chapter 2). The last chapter draws conclusions and implications from the comparative analysis
for: 1) lessons about Hartford’s redevelopment and renewal priorities for two very different
areas of the city; 2) the potential of street life for stimulating Hartford’s recover from its
economic stagnation and neighborhood decline; and 3) more specific measures and practices on
the street that can improve walkability and lower crimes.

Why Hartford’s Streets?
Why study two distinctive streets in Hartford? As some other New England cities,
Hartford grew as a trading center and then became an industrial powerhouse through the late 19th
century despite its relatively small population. The rise of manufacturing brought immigrants to
the city looking for and securing jobs. During these same years, Hartford also became the
6

“Insurance Capital of the World”. Hartford’s economic fortune turned negative in the second half
of the 20th century when suburbanization and deindustrialization led to severe demographic and
economic declines of a once prosperous city. As Chen and Bacon (2013) noted in Confronting
Urban Legacy, Hartford is an outcast, misunderstood, and theory-detached city. Outcast because
Hartford has been understudied despite its significance as a global insurance center, part of the
FIRE complex that is prevalent in top global cities, although this criterion may not apply to small
global cities like Hartford. Hartford is a misunderstood city largely because its local, regional,
and global boundaries and connections intersect in complex ways that confounds the limited
existing research. Finally, understudied and misunderstood, Hartford has escaped much of urban
theorizing, and begs overdue theoretical effort as it attracts more empirical research.
In light of the limited empirical research on Hartford, I undertake a rare comparative
study of both Park Street and Pratt Street through a bottom-up lens on change and continuity in
the city that manifest through place-specific imprints. In terms of location, Pratt Street is a short
and narrow street located in the heart of Downtown Hartford, only one block away from the
State House Square. Park Street, on the other hand, is a long and high-traffic street located
outside the city center in a neighborhood called Frog Hollow. While Hartford is a majorityminority city with 45% of the population being Hispanic, 35% Black, 15% white and 2.5% Asian
(US Census 2020 Data), the areas around the two streets vary considerably in racial and ethnic
composition (see Figure 1). In the Downtown where Pratt Street is located, 43% of its population
are white and only 13% Hispanic, while only 6% of the population in Frog Hollow including
Park Street are white with 68% being Hispanic. In another dimension, Park Street can be
characterized as a neighborhood-oriented commercial street for daily necessities whereas Pratt
Street is a higher-end shopping and recreational street. Park Street has a supermarket and several
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convenience stores, small restaurants, bakeries, barber shops and salons, check-cashing outlets
and others, almost all of which involve Hispanic ownership. In contrast, Pratt Street has upperscale restaurants, a pub, a ‘fancy’ barber shop, and large clothing store, souvenir shop, several
yoga studios, and a painting gallery. In addition, Park Street and Pratt Street differ in scale of
length, physical access, esthetics, and walkability etc. For all these contrasts, they provide a most
different pair of cases for understanding the legacy of Hartford’s shifted economic fortunes,
demographic transition, and urban renewal.

Figure 1: Population by Race by Neighborhood, 2020 (DataHaven, 2021)
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Chapter 2:
Analytical Framework, Methodology, and the Historical Context

Literature Review
Jane Jacobs was a pioneer in advocating for urban development for the people. She
understood the importance of public spaces and people on the streets for the quality of life in
urban areas. In her most renowned book The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Jacobs
(1961) argues against planning strategies that favored large-scale development and car traffic
instead of pedestrian-friendly infrastructure. Jacobs was reacting to what she saw was happening
in the urban planning projects of the 1940s and 1950s. During the 1920s, the car was becoming a
more accessible commodity, so cities began to be planned in prioritizing personal-owned motor
vehicles over other forms of transportation including walking or mass-transit. This trend
continued and led to Robert Moses’ New York plans which Jacobs’s saw was destroying the
livelihood of the neighborhoods by building highways that cut through the city’s core. On the
other side, Jacobs praised mixed-use developments with residences, stores, and manufacturing to
keep people in the streets. For Jacobs, “streets and their sidewalks, the main public places of a
city, are its most vital organs” (Jacobs, 1961, p. 29). Because of the intervention of scholars and
urban planners who reacted to Jacob’s criticism of large-scale development, in recent decades, a
greater emphasis has been placed on planning for smart growth which has identified walkability
as a key indicator for creating economic efficiency, environmental sustainability, and livable
communities (Lo, 2009).
Our impressions of a city are highly impacted by the quality of their public spaces. We
look for streets that are filled with shops, restaurants, art galleries, and small businesses. Streets
filled with diverse people and activity are safe and walkable. For Jacobs (1961), the success of a
9

city is measured by how safe people feel in their streets, even amongst strangers. Safety in cities
is ensured by having the “eye on the street”, this is that secondary contacts often watch others
behavior to conform to social norms. Hence, humans can regulate social life in simple actions
like walking or shopping. The design of the buildings and infrastructure is also crucial for
inviting people to their streets. People are bound for clean open and bright spaces; places that
portray safety (Newman, 1972). Architecture gives a sense of place and local character to the
space.
Authenticity is also a critical factor that attracts people to streets. Zukin (2010) defines
authenticity related to a quality of experience. People look for places that are distinct and that
have the experience of its origins, meaning that they have historic elements or a cultural
meaning. Authenticity is also traced to consumers taste; people often want to experience
something different and unique. Local streets are often faced and pressured to find ways on
appealing to people and by looking differently from anywhere else. This is done by preserving
historic buildings and districts, encouraging the development of ABCs – art galleries, boutiques,
bars, and cafes--, and branding neighborhoods according to their distinctive identities, although
this gentrification risks displacing original local residents and businesses. This framework allows
us to see local streets being shaped by people wanting them to have timeless elements to trace
back to their history, but to keep competing they need to offer new amenities that fit the tastes of
the new population, or of the population they want to attract.
Cities have also been studied sociologically as an ecosystem. Cities are places where
people live and interact with one another in the built environment. This framework allows us to
move away from seeing urban areas as static human-built environments (Frank et al., 2017), and
to start seeing them as places filled with interdependent actors. Urban areas are centers for
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economic and social productivity and places with incoming population flows. Zukin, Kasinitz,
and Chen (2015) studied how diversity was represented in local streets and how new immigrant
groups drove the growth of cities. Local streets offer a habitat to be self-sufficient and to
experience globalization because they have a variety of goods and services that match
consumers’ taste and jobs to provide the resources for living. Local streets can also be contested
spaces for different social groups (Whyte, 1993). So, as any ecosystem there can also be a fight
involved between social groups to gain access of resources. Duneier (2001) also noted in his
ethnographical observations that sidewalks have a well-organized and hierarchical social system.
Similarly, when a space is abandoned and becomes less desirable new groups of people emerge.
Vibrant neighborhoods and successful cities are represented by streets filled with people
and thriving businesses, but they are also thriving because of being perceived as a safe
environment. According to that, studies have found that neighborhoods with facilities that are
attractive and comfortable and where there are local destinations (such as shops and public
transport) are associated with more walking (Pikora et al., 2006). Therefore, attractive
destinations not only cause more walking but according to Jacobs (1961), they also encourage
safety because of the presence of people. This is essentially what Jacobs called “sidewalk ballet”
which fostered regular users which make the street friendly and enjoyable.
The benefits of walking have been widely studied in a range of disciplines. In the medical
field, walking has proved to have an incredibly positive effect on one’s physical health. It
reduces the risk of suffering from obesity, diabetes, high blood pressure, heart disease, and
asthma (Marshall et al., 2014). Economically, walking allows to reduce costs on vehicle
spending both personally and publicly (Litman, 2003). Vehicles create various public costs,
including road and parking facilities that incur in environmental damage. Walkability creates
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community livability which has economic and social benefits (J. Jacobs, 1961; Litman, 2003;
Zukin, 2010). It affects property values and business activity because it attracts more people to
businesses on the street making it more desirable.
Just as the built environment can prevent or facilitate walkability, it can also inhibit or
foster crime. Several scholars have also studied how distinct types of contacts can ensure safety
in the streets. For Jacobs secondary contacts, like shopkeepers, were those familiar faces that will
watch out for you. Anderson (2003) argued that extended primary contacts were the ones who
will patrol each other behaviors because this person will feel like he has a chance of being
“somebody” in the group. Other scholars have focused on how distinct characteristics of urban
design have fostered or prevented crime. The architect and planner Oscar Newman (Newman,
1972) proposed the ‘defensible space theory’ that focus on establishing architectural and
environmental designs facilitated crime. Newman argued that architecture who isolated people
fostered crime, because he saw that an area was safer when people had a sense of community.
Therefore, we see (in Newman and Jacobs) how essential is stimulating social interaction in
urban planning and design to produce safety.
The built environment also has the impact of excluding, or including, different social
groups. There are physical dynamics like uncomfortable architecture that keeps homeless apart;
economic barriers like high rent prices; and social barriers like racism. Personal and collective
identities are shaped by social interaction which happens in the streets. Anderson (2003) saw that
people always make a long-term social investment on joining public spaces, they all intend to
belong to a primary group in the particular social order they create. So “each man’s sense of
place is affected by what these others can allow him while still maintaining the presuppositions
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of “the order” and their places within it” (p. 180). Therefore, a person’s identity and
demographics impact how much access you have to a public space.
My senior thesis project examines the creation of street life to understand how the city of
Hartford is trying to revive itself after economic decline. Jacobs states a clear distinction between
“great” and not-so great American Cities. The differences rely in the number of functions and
services they hold, and the number of immigrant and foreign-born populations. However, small
cities like Hartford play a global role in the economy and have large immigrant populations but
they are often more concentrated in few groups. Small cities have also undergone many of the
trends that large cities have like deindustrialization, immigration, urbanization, and globalization.
However, Hartford is still struggling to recover from white flight, which has kept the city bereft
of tax revenues. Therefore, examining two local commercial streets in Hartford adds to how
these larger trends impacted smaller cities, and helps us learn about street life in a small postindustrial city trying to recover economically. In this crucial sense, this research intends to fill a
major gap in the literature that has focused primarily on street life in large global and gentrifying
cities.

An Analytical Framework
Street life is dependent upon having businesses and people on the streets, particularly
pedestrians. Therefore, based on and derived from the literature review above, I propose a
analytical framework (see Figure 2) to understand the key factors that shape street life between
two very different cases in Hartford, with the goals of guiding the empirical investigation and
advancing limited generalization from the findings. Safety and walkability are key dimensions of
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what attract people to a street. People are naturally captivated by places where there are
amenities and services, but these two also come with a feeling of safety. Safety is defined as a
condition of wellbeing and of being protected from unlikely danger, personal but also economic
and social. In other words, feeling safe from physical harm, but also a sense of trust with the
community. This is represented by people and businesses being welcomed to a particular area,
because there is a shared social responsibility to foster stability. However, safety (or risk) can be
divided into two indicators: “real” safety, like police reported crime, and perceptual
characteristics of safety.

Figure 2: A Framework for Studying Street Life

Walkability is directly tied to the feeling of safety in the street and the creation of
community stability. As Jacobs (1961) pointed local actors, like shop keepers, ensure this
stability by keeping an “eye on the street” for others. For this project, walkability is defined as
the quality of walking conditions, including physical factors like the existence of walking
facilities -sidewalks, stop signs, and crosswalks-, and perceptual qualities like the degree of
walking safety, comfort, and convenience. The perceptual qualities are highly impacted by a
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person’s demographic and personal identities -race, gender, physical abilities, etc. -. So, this
model aims to trace a relationship between pedestrians and level of accessibility to public spaces,
comparing Pratt Street and Park Street in Hartford.
The proposed framework can also be used to evaluate a city’s success at a street level.
Hence, if its streets prove to show a good perception of safety and encourage walkability, most
likely the streets are lively. Through this framework, I will compare two different streets in
Hartford CT: Park Street and Pratt Street. These two streets offer variations of location, ethnicity,
socioeconomic conditions, and real state actors that intervene and mediate between walkability,
safety, and street life. Both streets, put in context of a city trying to revive itself is what makes
these variables even more engaging. Most of the works that have studied safety and walkability
at a street level are often done in large cities and in neighborhoods undergoing urban renewal or
gentrification, like New York in Jacobs and Zukin, or in megacities (Zukin et al., 2015).
In sum, the proposed framework aims to unpack the relationship between walkability,
safety (perceived or real), and street life, as well as how these relations bear on how a city like
Hartford can best strive for urban revival from the street level up. It will also examine how the
use of street and public spaces vary across demographic and socioeconomic groups. The
contrasts between Park Street and Pratt Street in Hartford were selected to constraint the
relationship between the perception of safety, walkability, and street life. In a context of a smallsized, minority-majority, globalized city that has been working on its economic recovery since
the urban crisis of the 1960s. Therefore, this relationship manifests differently than in previously
studied cases.
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Methodology and Data
This project uses a mixed method approach with semi-structured interviews, participantobservations, census data, and GIS mapping. The interviews were made to business owners,
residents, and local community organizers. Semi-structured interviews were conducted via
snowball sample. If the individual agreed to participate in this study, they were asked if there are
any other individuals who are working or living on or near Pratt Street or Park Street that would
be open to my interview. The interviews were conducted at a public place or via zoom, wherever
was most comfortable and convenient for the subject.
Quantitative data were collected through the Census using Social Explorer,
MetroHartford Progress Point Reports, and GIS mapping. Data on housing type, rent prices,
population density, age, race, gender, median income, and land use, among others were
collected. One data constraint is that the smallest scale of census data is the neighborhood level,
which will only give me an approximation of the street level analysis. Therefore, the semistructured interviews and participant-observations seek to fill in the gaps and lack of nuances in
quantitative data. I will use GIS to map the two street areas on the walkability indicators from
urban design, based on Ewing and Handy’s (2009) perceptual qualities of the built environment
with Hartford’s police crime data. Some of the physical features to measure walkability
described on Ewing and Handy (2009) included street width, sidewalk width, number of people,
and volume of traffic. The latter two variables were constructed using the EPA Walkability
Index/Walking Score. For the perceptual qualities, I mainly focus on the individual reactions to
walkability that include sense of safety, sense of comfort, and level of interest. This were
assessed through the semi-structured interviews and informal conversations when doing
participant-observations.
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Participant-observations were made on Park Street and Pratt Street to collect and
compile qualitative data on the street landscape and people’s activities. These observations will
map each of the streets from an ethnographic perspective based on Kutsche (1998) approach.
This required taking detailed notes on “a block” (in this case both Park Street and Pratt Street)
and visiting the block at various times of the day to see how it differs to build a “street clock.”
These observations will be then compared to numerical data of the streets, its demographics and
to people's perception on the streets. This will show how separate groups of people move
through public spaces. Participant observations also allowed for gaining more people’s insights
into their perceptions of safety, walkability, and street life compared to interviews that because
of the length and the pandemic were often unavailable.

The Historic Context

The City of Hartford is one of the oldest American settlements and it was funded on 1635
by English Puritans (Walsh, 2013, p. 22). During the 18th century, Hartford’s economy began to
be more connected to British economy which generated increase of commerce and wealth in the
region (Walsh, 2013, p. 25). New forms of farming replaced subsistence agriculture which
created profit for the region. The agriculture industry made Hartford a food-importer in the
1820s, and during this period the population started to move to the manufacturing industry. This
was just the beginning of the economic boom of the city. The arrival of the railroad in 1839
furthered economic development by making possible to distribute materials more rapidly and
efficiently. Instead of modest-skilled products like textiles, Hartford manufacturing took the
shape of high-skill metalwork like guns, machine tools, and commercial jet engines. Companies
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like Pratt & Whitney, Atlantic Machine Screw, and Underwood Typewriters settled in the region.
The most well-known was the Colt Firearms factory.
During the years of 1840s to 1850s, the major obstacle for industrialization was that it
was lacking workers, so Hartford started to attract new immigrant groups, particularly from
Europe. Immigration in the area was a combination of pull and push factors including the need of
workers in the manufacturing industry, and the economic situation in Europe. Most of the earliest
immigrants were coming from Ireland because of the overpopulation of the country which had
led to scarce resources including food -Great Famine. Industrialization also brought new
investments to the city including infrastructure, and more services and amenities, schools,
libraries, and arts museums1. Politically, Hartford was named Connecticut’s capital in 1874.
Although its staff remained small, the construction of a State Capitol was commended.
Besides industrialization, during the late 18th century, Hartford started to become an
insurance center. Because of the trade that had developed in the region, different companies
started to insure the loss of merchandise. Early in the 1900s, wealthy entrepreneurs like Jeremiah
Wadsworth began to informally insure companies and properties in case of fire (Flood, 2018). It
was not until that the calamitous New York City fires of 1835 and 1845 took place that
Hartford’s insurance sector took off. The Hartford’s insurance company was the first to insure a
city after Chicago’s Great Fire, but the New York Fires of 1835 and 1840 tested the company’s
ability to pay insurance (Chen and Shemo, 2013). This made Hartford become the “Insurance
Capital of the World” during the 20th century.

1

The Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art located in Downtown Hartford is the oldest public

art museum in the United States, opening its doors to the public in 1844.
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Manufacturing and the FIRE industry propelled Hartford to a global role in the hierarchy
of cities and sustained its economic growth for several decades. However, as many other
American cities in the 1950s, Hartford began to lose its manufacturing industry due to
suburbanization. The Federal government had begun to invest in homeownership programs that
targeted primarily white middle-class families to move to the suburbs. People left first, but jobs
and factories shortly followed them to the suburbs. Hartford’s population decreased from its peak
of 177,393 in 1950 to 162,178 in 1960 ending in about 120,000 people still living today (Chen
and Shemo, 2013) (see Figure 3). This trend impacted government expenditure on public
services because the population decreased the city’s available tax base, so the city started
suffering from disinvestment which made Hartford a pocket of poverty.

Population Change in Hartford (1840-2020)
200,000
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160,000
140,000
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100,000
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60,000
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Figure 3: Population Change in Hartford, CT (1840-2020)

The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, passed under the administration of President
Dwight Eisenhower, only furthered the fled of manufacturing and the isolation of the city. The
law authorized the construction of a 41,000-mile network of interstate highways as a defense
mechanism by making transportation more efficient in the country. In Hartford, the Federal-Aid
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Highway Act resulted in the construction of Interstate 84 and Interstate 91. These highways had
tremendous consequences on the city’s fabric because I-84 isolated the North End from
downtown and consumed a large swath of land with many historic buildings, and I-91 cut off
Hartford from the Connecticut River.
These powerful distant forces were also present at the street level. “Filled with honking
of horns and the smell of exhaust, Hartford’s State House Square was both the traffic-choked
heart of a modern city and a public space rich in history” (Baldwin, 1999, p. 1). Hartford’s
streets were buzzing with people and businesses in the early-to-mid-twentieth century. For
Baldwin (1999), transportation investments started to reduce street life; sidewalks were mostly
abandoned, while the number of private vehicles past these streets in their way to suburban life.
City officials furthered these trends by restricting commercial activities that interfered with
traffic (Baldwin, 1999, p. 261). Furthermore, because of deindustrialization and population
decline, many local businesses left to follow the clients that went to the suburbs. The city
government also demolished commercial buildings to build more office spaces as they thought
that population will continue the trend seen in the early 1900s. The many parking spaces in
Hartford and the once-empty office buildings were a response to the government planning
policies.
Hartford initiated its urban renewal phase in the late 1950s, but Hartford tried too hard to
facilitate these processes (Rice, 2017). One of these projects was the development of
Constitution Plaza of 1964. Constitution Plaza was one of the first city top-bottom approaches to
bring people back to the city. However, it did not revitalize the city because it did not address
Hartford’s essential problem, as many other American cities, that it was losing its demand for
building space and retail because suburban malls like the West Farms Mall were becoming the
20

most desirable areas for companies and people. However, Constitution Plaza marked the
beginning of government investment policies/efforts to revive the central city of Hartford. While
this development predated and anticipated the continued revival of downtown Hartford through
the present day, it has since been pursued at the expense of redeveloping the grown ethnic
neighborhoods. This uneven attention to the downtown vs. the neighborhood undergirds the
comparative analysis of Pratt and Park Street in recent times.
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Chapter 3
Pratt Street: A Microcosm of Downtown Revival

A Pratt Street Profile Against Downtown Redevelopment
Pratt Street is a 630-foot-long narrow street in the heart of Downtown Hartford. It is
known because of its pedestrian-friendly character and its recreationally-heavy small businesses.
It is home to clothing boutiques, barber shops, and cafes. The cuisines in Pratt Street are varied,
ranging from a Korean café to a Puerto Rican Subway place, an Italian Restaurant, and an Irish
Pub. Just as its cuisines, the population in downtown is also racially varied but primarily white
with 43%, 15% Black, 13% Hispanic/Latino, 24% Asian, and 5% of other races (Davila et al.,
2020). The restored historic buildings and red sidewalks with inscribed bricks give Pratt Street
an authentic look and makes the street very attractive. Both were a result of the City of
Hartford’s early urban renewal plans for the Downtown area, and Pratt Street was one of the
streets that benefitted the earliest from these policies, particularly because of its strategic location
next to Main Street and one block away from the State House but also because of its historical
notability.
Pratt Street was named after John Pratt, who is considered one of the founders of
Hartford in the 1600s, through whose farm it was opened in the late 1630s (Jacobs, 2008). In
1814, the descendants of John Pratt deeded the land for Pratt Street to the City of Hartford
(About - Pratt St, 2022). Around the mid-1800s, Pratt Street became a fashionable residential
Street where parties and bridge games were hosted which set the pace to become a commercial
center in the late 1800s. This was the time when the Cook Building, Unity Building, and the
Society for Savings Bank were built. Unity Hall, for instance, was Hartford’s first Unitarian
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Church built in 1891. Between 1900 to 1959, five of twelve remaining historic buildings were
constructed in Pratt Street establishing the street as its premiere shopping district (About - Pratt
St, 2022). This shows how cosmopolitan Pratt Street has always been for Hartford. During the
1960s and 1970s when the city’s population declined and deindustrialization set in, insurance
companies became the driving force behind Hartford’s economy, instead of manufacturing,
Aetna agreed to preserve and maintain Pratt Street’s historic buildings (About - Pratt St, 2022).
These trends of urban renewal practices by the government to attract private developers to invest
in the streets was not unique to Pratt Street.
One of them is the plan to realign the Interstate-84 and Interstate-91 Highways. As noted
in Chapter 2, these highways destroyed the city’s fabric by dividing the city in North and South,
and by cutting off Hartford from the Connecticut River. So, many planning processes have
appeared to unify Hartford and promote walkability. One of them is the Riverfront Recapture
initiative whose mission since 1981 has been to reconnect people in Hartford to the Connecticut
River. Riverfront Recapture bought 60 acres of riverfront land to build a new community park
and connect more people to the river. This has fostered more walking in the area by encouraging
people to do more outdoor activities and it has facilitated some events for street vendors and
other service providers to gain costumers.
Constitution Plaza has been hailed as Hartford’s first major redevelopment project. It was
a direct response to the impact that the Highway Act of 1956 had on the city by encouraging
walkability by building a raised plaza. The purpose was to replace distressed areas with office
buildings, parking garages, hotels, retail shops, and industrial areas that enhanced and revitalized
faltering cities (CT Humanities Project, 2020). The project was conceived in 1958 and was
finished in 1964, costing $42 million dollars. Constitution Plaza is now mainly occupied by
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office spaces and some commercial enterprises, also holding a secondary campus for Trinity
College. The raised plaza and modernist design are characteristic of urban renewal practices of
the mid-twentieth century. However, this kind of design has been criticized by feeling less
accessible and less welcoming to people. Others critique the development of Constitution Plaza
by focusing on creating commercial development instead of affordable or mixed-use housing.2
Part of the downtown renewal of an earlier era that predated the recent changes on Pratt Street.
Because of these sorts of planning mistakes done earlier, the city government and other
private developers have been working in initiatives to create more housing options. These efforts
have shown its fruits by creating 813 new housing units from 2010 to 2020, and an increase in
Downtown’s population of 980 (Davila et al., 2020) (see Table 1). The increase in population
and residential density can also serve to promote walkability and economic growth, according to
Jacobs (1961).

Table 1: Population and Housing Change by Neighborhood in Hartford (Davila et al., 2020)

2

Interviews No. 7 and No. 9.
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One of the most recent efforts of reviving the City of Hartford is a partnership between
the government, private developers, non-profits, and community organizations known as the
iQuilt Partnership. This plan was originally developed by the Bushnell Center for the Performing
Arts in (2008), with the support of the Greater Hartford Arts Council, and it was officially
adopted by the Hartford City Council in 2010. The projects are a mix of public and private, longterm and short-term, or small and large, that contribute to overall Downtown development (The
IQuilt Plan for Downtown Hartford A Pocket Guide, 2012, p. 9). Its objective is to build upon
Hartford’s already existing cultural areas and parks to enhance foot traffic. This will be due
through sidewalk and street improvement by adding green areas and bridges to connect existing
parks like Bushnell Park to the Connecticut Riverfront area. Including the iQuilt Partnership, the
examples discussed above were used to situate Pratt Street within major plans from the Hartford
government to redevelop the Downtown area.

Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) and Sociocultural Events
The role of public-private partnerships (PPP) has been crucial for developing Pratt Street.
Governmental plans to renew Pratt Street started in the late 1960s and since then, the government
was successful in making the street desirable for private investment. Pratt Street’s location
bordering Main Street and its proximity to XL Center made it a perfect fit to receive investment
for creating a local commercial and recreational corridor in the downtown area. Because of these
characteristics, a trio of Hartford developers intend to invest $100 million to transform the area
around Pratt Street (Gosselin, 2019). The investment will be used to create more apartment
housing and new retail space in Pratt Street and in the surrounding area.
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Two of the businesses in Pratt Street which opened in 2013 were able to provide insights
into how the street has changed over time. They started seeing more positive changes when this
developer company bought the South Side of the street in early 2019. The businesses said they
had asked the previous owner to renew the building, but they were not interested. In contrast
with the new developer, the previous developer had neglected its property and refused to renew
its buildings even after some business owners have raised concerns about it.3 The new developer,
shortly after it acquire the property, it started renovating the historic buildings. The businesses
said how much these changes favored the street by making it look more attractive4. They also
said that compared to previous developers, the new company is putting more effort in being
involved with businesses in the street and improving the infrastructure, while including them in
the planning process. However, they also raised concerns about a possible rent increase in the
long-term.

3
4

Interview No. 1.
Interview No. 1.
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Figure 3: The Pratt Street Salsa Social (Hartford Courant, 2019)
Events have always been a technique by business owners and the Hartford government to
encourage people in the streets, so they were glad to see this new developer more involved in the
planning of events and other activities. The image above is from The Pratt Street Salsa Social
sponsored by Harvard Pilgrim Health Care and hosted in partnership with Arthur Murray Dance
Centers. It started during the summer of 2019 and has become a tradition of the street (LeCour,
2021). Another of these traditional events was Pratt Street Patio. When summer days came at
Pratt Street, so did Prat Street Patio. Pratt Street Patio was the transformation of the street into a
pedestrian-only paradise during lunchtime during the weekdays. It ran from early May through
late September from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday through Thursday and 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. on
Fridays. It was intended to attract people who worked in the offices downtown to eat at local
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restaurants. While interviewing local business owners, “we were doing pretty good…the best we
had been in a long time, but then the pandemic came, and we were very affected by it.”5
The Covid-19 pandemic brought some abrupt changes to Pratt Street. These sorts of
public events were not allowed until the summer of 2021. Many businesses also said that before
the pandemic their business was doing better.6 They experienced an increase in customers
throughout the years they have been in Hartford, peaking right before the pandemic. Many were
able to survive the pandemic thanks to government support and by relying on other techniques of
selling; particularly, online delivery. Most businesses were already online, but the others needed
to adapt to this new customer demand. On the other hand, because of the Covid-19 Pandemic,
the government allowed businesses to set up tables and use street space to have open space and
allow customers to visit. Although, the Covid-19 Pandemic decreased the number of events and
of people in Pratt Street and the downtown area, it forced the Street to become pedestrian-only in
2020. Because of this Pratt Street became pedestrian-only all the time and has continued till
present days. Businesses said this attracted more customers and have been slowly recovering
from the pandemic earlier economic damages. They have seen more people being attracted to
their businesses because of the open public spaces.

Walkability and Safety
There is an increasing interest in building pedestrian-friendly and mixed-use spaces in
cities. As indicated by the framework in Chapter 2, fostering walkability does not only require

5
6

Interview No. 1.
Interviews No. 1, 2, and 3.
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physical infrastructure such as lighting, wide sidewalks, and street crossings, but also increasing
people’s comfort and interest for walking. Increasing the number of amenities within a short
walking distance from homes and public transportation make people more inclined to walk.
Therefore, Pratt Street contains a high range of recreational amenities like boutiques, a barber
shop, a liquor stores, and cafes. As arts are generally present on a somewhat trendy street, Pratt
Street contains a ‘painting and sip’ store where adults can enjoy a painting class while having
their favorite drink. Right across the street, there is Hartford Prints!, a chique souvenir store
which describes itself on Instagram as “A little shop with a whole lot of cool sh*t in the heart of
Hartford.”7 Pratt street is also home to local organizations like The Hartford Chamber of
Commerce.
Since it became pedestrian-only in 2020, Pratt Street visitors have the advantage of not
worrying about car traffic. This has also allowed local businesses to gain more street space and
put tables in the space that will normally be for cars. So, Pratt Street has physical infrastructure
that make the street highly walkable. According to the EPA Walkability Score, the Downtown
area is ranked as one of the most walkable zones (see Figure 4). This measurement also shows
the potential for the entire downtown area to become a pedestrian-friendly and mixed-use
commercial corridor. The high walkability is also a representation of the government efforts to
bring people back to the city. This is represented through the accessible sidewalks and broad
public transportation in the downtown area as well as the possibilities of a high-density
population which are results of the PPPs.

7

Hartford Prints, Instagram Biography. May 4, 2022.
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Figure 4: Mapped Walkability Score for Downtown Hartford (using GIS)
However, even with amenities walkability can only happen if people feel safe to walking.
Increasing safety is tied to bringing people back to the downtown area to provide that “eye on the
street”. The events made in partnership with local businesses, the Hartford government, and the
developer encouraged people to visit the street but as Jane Jacobs argued that was just the
beginning of encouraging people to watch out for each other’s safety:
“The sidewalk must have users on it fairly continuously, both to add to the number
of effective eyes on the street and to induce the people in buildings along the street
to watch the sidewalks in sufficient numbers. Nobody enjoys sitting on a stoop or
looking out a window at an empty street. Almost nobody does such a thing. Large
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numbers of people entertain themselves, off and on, by watching street activity.”
(Jacobs, 1961, p. 35)
Therefore, the events that encourage people in the street like Pratt Street Patio or The
Pratt Street Salsa Social are ways to add effective eyes on the street, because business owners
and residents will be engaged with what is happening around. Thus, the social aspects of
pedestrian safety are more varied because they are often tied to a person’s identity and their
feelings of how welcoming a space can be.
There are mixed feelings towards safety in
Downtown. For most, Downtown was perceived as
one of the safest areas in Hartford. People who work
in the downtown area said they also enjoy spending
time at local businesses and walking from one place
to another and felt more welcomed in that area.8 For
others, the empty buildings and narrow alleys made
downtown a “ghost town” during parts of the day,
particularly after 6pm and on the weekends when less
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commuters arrive to the city. This feeling of Downtown Hartford being a ghost town was
heightened by the pandemic as many of the commuters now have the option of doing their work
remote and are required to go less often to their offices. It is also tied to the lack of pedestrians in
the street. Even though Pratt Street has been successful in attracting large crowds during specific
events, most days (besides Fridays nights and on the weekends) the street is very empty.

8

Interview No. 3.
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Frequently, all we see are passerby crossing through Pratt Street to go to Main Street. In terms of
demographics, those who see it safer are often foreigners (people that were not born/raised in
Hartford), because compared to crime news in other parts of the city the downtown area is doing
better (see Figure 7). Many of them are attracted to the “shiny stores” and trendy restaurants in
particular areas of Downtown, particularly to Pratt Street and Front Street.9

Figure 6: Spatial Locations of Reported Crimes on and Near Pratt Street in Heat Maps

Life on Pratt Street
Walkability and safety are key for creating lively streets and making businesses thrive.
The events that encourage people in the street like Pratt Street Patio or The Pratt Street Salsa
Social are examples of how vibrant the street can be. Businesses were benefited by making the

9

Interviews No. 3, 8, and 9.
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street pedestrian-only since 2020 by having more foot-traffic in the street and offer more space
for its customers. The street space allowed for setting up more tables, but also for outdoor
activities like the cornholes lawn game. These spaces and events encouraged people to visit the
street and created the reputation of a “friendly” area.10
The sense of community was a common theme amongst business owners in Pratt Street.
One of which was a digital agency that settled in Pratt Street in 2016 and then moved to the
Parkville area (the West end of Park Street) in 2020. Their experience settling in Pratt Street was
very welcoming: “Some of the nice things that we learned when we started to settle into
downtown was how much of a small tight knit community it was.”11 This sense of community
was based on the events organized in the street and the effort that different local actors were
putting in bringing the street back to life. So, these events were the peak of the place-making
efforts of PPPs in Pratt Street. They not only helped attract customers to the businesses, but they
also allowed business owners to meet each other. “it's very easy to start a business in Hartford
and get to know all the other different business owners, organization leaders... some of the
different Community organizations that are there to help support the small businesses, they make
it really easy to get to know people and get the support you need.”12
Unfortunately, Pratt Street is often empty, and the most seen people are often just
passerby cutting through the street. This shows that Pratt Street has benefited from government
investments in the Downtown area and PPPs efforts, but its story is one of limited success
correlating to Hartford’s overall development.

10

Interview No. 3.
Interview No. 3.
12
Interview No. 3.
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Hartford’s street life is an example of the doughnut effect in cities. This explains the
move of residents and businesses from the city center following suburbia. Federal urban planning
process only propelled the exit of the middle and wealthier classes to the suburbs. Therefore,
since its economic crisis Hartford’s suburbs have become substantially richer than the inner city.
For instance, in 2020 West Hartford and South Windsor had $105,230 and $119,972 of median
income respectively, compared to only $38,000 in Hartford (US Census, 2020). Therefore, the
doughnut theory shows how the city center becomes obsolete and hollowed out, and the most
desired parts of are in its periphery. In the last two years, the Covid-19 pandemic has continued
to hollow out city centers across the United States, in favor of a more to spread out life in the
suburbs (Harris, 2021). In this model, Pratt Street exemplifies the vision for the Downtown’s
economic revival by filling the doughnut hole through public-private investment and events to
create a history of place-making and encourage people and businesses back to the city center.
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Chapter 4
Park Street: A Hispanic Neighborhood Commercial Corridor

From Downtown Hartford’s revival efforts to a new building at the corner of Park Street
and Main Street is not a coincidence. Main Street intersects with Park Street, a long commercial
street in the Frog Hollow neighborhood, near Hartford’s downtown area. This new mixed-use
development project in both south and north corners of Park Street can be seen as a spill-over
effect from the efforts to revitalize the city center. This corner development sits on spaces that
have been vacant for decades, so it is a major accomplishment for the city government and the
street local businesses. “To see that long vacant space filled with a building that will soon bring
residential and retail life to the street is an exciting thing,” Mayor Luke Bronin said when he
visited the development during its early phase (Gosselin, 2021). The owners of Donde Julio, a
nearby Colombian restaurant also have high hopes for this new development: “We’ve heard
about this for many years, so we always say, ‘When is it going to happen? You’re talking about
it too much. It seems like a dream” (Gosselin, 2021). This will be a $26 million mixed-use
development with three residential floors and commercial shops in the ground floor that will
bring 126 new apartments to the area (Hamad, 2020). These new buildings are being developed
by a partnership of Spinnaker Real Estate Partners of Norwalk and Hartford-based Freeman
Cos., and it is being partly funded with a state taxpayer-backed loan of $8.4 million from the
Capital Region Development Authority (Gosselin, 2021).
At the other end of Park Street, there has also been a new development known as
Parkville Market. Parkville Market is a food hall styled market that sells specialty food from
around the world, from hamburgers to pupusas or poke bowls and ice-cream. Its setting is a
renewed industrial building that has been designed to accommodate these restaurants and offer
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space to hold festivals and events. The market has been averaging 65,000-75,000 visitors a
month, during the winter of 2021, a number that is lower than expected because of the Covid-19
pandemic (Gosselin, 2022). The success of Parkville Market has led the developer to announce a
further expansion into two more buildings. Its construction was also supported by loans from
Capital Region Development Authority; CRDA is in downtown Hartford, so money for these
projects is coming from Downtown Hartford. Everything in between these new developments in
Park Street has a different story.

A Park Street Profile
Park Street is a non-uniform long street with heavy traffic, in the heart of the Frog
Hollow neighborhood. South from Downtown Hartford, Park Street is known in the region as a
Hispanic commercial corridor. The street contains all sorts of businesses to hold daily errands,
from a supermarket to barber shops and salons, and pre-paid telephone stores. All of them
targeted to a Hispanic/Latino audience. Such are the places to cash checks and send remittances.
Spanish is widely spoken in the street and often you will find that it is the only way to
communicate with some business owners, workers, and residents in the neighborhood.
These features render Park Street an ecosystem of sort. Many people in the neighborhood
work, shop, and eat there. But its scale is very large that it even attracts people from other towns
in the State and even from the whole New England Region.13 This sense of an ecosystem has
been present since the late 19th century in Frog Hollow. When the manufacturing and agricultural
industries were key for attracting immigrants to the area. During the 1950s, the decline in the
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Interviews No. 4, 7, and 8.
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manufacturing base in Frog Hollow was accompanied by an exodus of blue-collar workers to the
suburbs. At the same time new immigrant groups, primarily Latino started to migrate to the city
to work in service-center jobs. From 1970 to 1980, the Latino population in Hartford grew by
16,000 people (around 34%) (Backstrand and Schensul, 1982; Feldman, 1984). A primarily large
Puerto Rican population settled in Frog Hollow, increasing the Latino population in the
neighborhood by 334% in 1980 (Feldman, 1984, p. 12). Following Latino migrants, many new
Hispanic-centered businesses began appearing in Park Street. From convenience stores that sell
ethnic products and specialty foods to low-priced clothing and other commodities. Nowadays,
Latinos account for 68% of Frog Hollow’s population, Blacks for 19%, whites for 6%, and
Asians for 3% (Davila et al., 2020). From the entire Hispanic population, Puerto Ricans still
account for 50% of Frog Hollow’s population followed by Dominicans who account for 9.6% of
the populations (US Census, 2020). Even though the Puerto Rican population remains large in
the neighborhood, people have seen changes in the ethnical composition throughout the years,
“Frog Hollow is full of hardworking Boricuas [Puerto Ricans]…but the number of Boricuas has
been reducing every year.”14
Several factors are associated with the decline of urban commercial centers (See Chapter
2). The loss of factories and people to the suburbs, and the changing physical and structural
needs of commercial entities are some of these factors which are also present in the Frog Hollow
neighborhood. Many of the buildings which once housed residential and businesses have been
partially or totally abandoned (Feldman, 1984, p. 11). This has led to lower property values
making the neighborhood a pocket of poverty, in an already economically declined city.
Therefore, the population in the Frog Hollow neighborhood is primarily low and working class.
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42% of the neighborhood population did not finish high school, 28.7% finished high school, and
only 5.9% has obtained a college degree. The median household income is of $31,971 from
which 57.5% of the population lives under poverty according to the population for whom
poverty status is determined based on income ratio (US Census, 2020).
The housing stock in Frog Hollow is also in relatively poor conditions because of having
receive almost no investment since they have been built. (16.6% of all housing units are vacant
(US Census, 2020) and many others are blighted properties.15 The median year structure for
housing in the neighborhood is 1942. Because of their old construction age, a large area in Frog
Hollow also belongs to a historic district. Therefore, in order to redevelop the existing properties,
all plans need to be approved by The City of Hartford's Historic Properties and Preservation
Commission which adds an extra barrier for developers to invest in the area.16 Another economic
barrier that is preventing real state actors to invest in the area is the large number of incomerestricted subsidized housing.17 Open Communities Alliance (2017) reports that at least 60% of
the housing units in Frog Hollow are income restricted (Nelson, 2021). Income restrictions are
placed on subsidized housing units up to 99 years which limits the amount of profit a developer
can get from the property. Income restrictions altogether with the historical preservation
stipulations add economic and bureaucratic barriers for investment in the neighborhood,
furthering its decline.
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An exact number of blighted properties could not be found, but the Frog Hollow NRZ is
working in tracking them down and declaring them to the Hartford government. So far, they
have found that many these properties are owned by the Hartford Hospital which only invests in
them the minimum to not lose them and make themselves “a glass zone”. – Frog Hollow’s NRZ
meeting on 03/15/2022.
16
Information gathered through an interview with No. 5 and attending Frog Hollow’s NRZ
meeting on 03/15/2022.
17
Interview No. 5.
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The objective of this representation is not to show the low quality of life of its residents
but to position this neighborhood as an area with a high need for revitalization efforts, but that
there are mechanisms that have prevented these efforts. Therefore, the following section will
address how much impact does the Hispanic identity of Park Street has allowed for the creation
of street life and moral ownership of the place? As well as the impact of walkability and safety
for street life and place making.

Anchor Institutions on and Around Park Street
Park Street is non-uniform long street, meaning
that some areas are busier than other because of its
higher density of businesses and housing residences
compared with areas with large parking lots or drivethru restaurants and banks which interrupt the flow of
people and businesses. In one of the busiest parts of the
street, ‘El Mercado’ is a large Hispanic supermarket
located in the North side of Park Street. This is a
primary destination for people to acquire home goods
and products that are rare to find in other parts, from

Figure 6: Inside El Mercado, Park Street
(photo taken by the author)

yerba mate to mazeca, and other specialized Hispanic products. Inside the supermarket building,
there are also other stores including secondhand clothing and three restaurants, each of them
from a different Latin-American country: Mexican, Colombian, and Dominican (see Figure 6).
El Mercado is always full of people coming in and out, especially on the weekend, forming an
in-situ social community. At any point in Park Street, you start hearing Spanish, and in El
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Mercado the language is even more present. Almost all the restaurants only offered a menu with
the food items written in Spanish showing their specialized clientele.
About two blocks west from El Mercado, at 603 Park Street, a new building for the
Hartford Public Library Branch at Park Street was inaugurated in October 2021. “We went from
a really small branch to a branch that six times bigger so you could only imagine what that
means for the community at large… And it's one of the busiest branches in the entire Hartford
Public Library system.”18 The event was attended by around 400 people and had library tours,
food, and cultural activities like live dances and music. For this project, I got the chance to talk
with the library branch manager about her experience in Park Street and her perceptions about
the community and safety coming from someone who was born and raised in the neighborhood.
“I tell people there's an unlimited number of things that we can make happen at the library and
that always keeps my job interesting because there's always opportunity to bring something
different to the Community.”19 They have done a range of summer and after school programs for
kids and adults, from free lunches to art exhibitions, lunches or musical performances. Their
events are attended by people from the neighborhood but also from people around the city and
even outside Hartford. Because of its role in developing place-making events and engaging
residents with community organizations and people from outside the neighborhood and even the
city, the library is an anchor institution at Park Street.
Some businesses like Sol de Borinquen -a Puerto Rican bakery-, Caribe -a Dominican
restaurant-, and El Sarape -a Mexican restaurant- have been in Park Street for over 20 years and
have continue to attract their usual neighborhood customers but also people from outside which
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normally only stop for take-out. People come to Park Street for a Latino experience. Zukin
(2010, p. 163) defines authenticity as ways in which people try to experience the origins, so these
restaurants at Park Street fit perfectly with this definition. However, they have not been
pressured to gentrify, as pointed in many of Zukin’s case studies. Therefore, Park Street is an
outcast street in the sense that it has managed to keep long standing businesses for such a long
time that continue attracting people but that has not been able to up-scale the neighborhood. At
the same time, the restaurant Caribe has just announced a new opening in West Hartford showing
that businesses and people in the neighborhood are able to achieve upward mobility but that
comes with moving out of the neighborhood.

Walkability and Safety
“This is a predominantly walking neighborhood; most people don't own cars.”20 Most
people normally walk to events that happen in the Park Street Library, but residents that live in
the neighborhood can also conduct most of their daily errands at Park Street. From grocery
shopping, cashing checks/banking to a haircut, you always see people walking in the street, but
also many others who just park their cars to pick up food from any of the Hispanic restaurants in
the street. Because of tis varied landscape and density, the walking score varies depending on the
area of the street, but overall, most of it ranks in the medium range of walkability (see Figure 5,
Chapter 3).
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Interview No. 4. This interviewee considered overall walkability in the neighborhood 4 out of
5, and 5 representing “the most walkable.”
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Figure 7: Mapped Walkability Score for Hartford (using GIS)

Walkability in Park Street faces pressure by many elements; the first one is the heavy
traffic of the street. Walkability in Park Street is also interrupted by the heavy traffic of the
street. Cars honk and drive fast through the street all day long. Different organizations and
residents in the neighborhood have been looking for ways to make streets safer for pedestrians.
In 2020, Aaron Gill, Frog Hollow former NRZ chair, was leading the initiative of putting vertical
diverters preventing vehicles from traveling straight through some of the busiest intersections in
the neighborhood (Fuller, 2020). This was a relatively fast way of reducing traffic speed without
redirecting routes or investing large amounts of money in the street. Overall, residents supported
this measurement because it makes them feel more comfortable in crossing the street, but others
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saw it as an inconvenience because it limited the amount of on-street parking. This is an example
of a vernacular solution to address walkability concerns for the neighbors.
Another of these elements is dirtiness. For instance, the area around the library is ranked
high in walkability, but people that attended events there have shown concern by the amount of
garbage in the street. “There are efforts being made to keep Park Street clean, but it seems to be
this monster we can't control.”21 This sense of dirtiness was heightened by blighted and vacant
properties on the street. With high numbers of absentee landlords, blighted properties have
become a concern for residents and community organizations. In terms of making the
neighborhood more aesthetically pleasing, but particularly because blighted properties foster
crime in the neighborhood. Therefore, the later numbers on Figure 3 (Chapter 3) showed an
increase of units but a decrease of residents. These numbers were a result of government
interventions to reduce crime by reducing the density in the neighborhood by demolishing
abandoned properties that were tracked as being used for illegal activities. However, the numbers
did not address the number of properties who were also demolished because of vacancy and the
others that caught fire.22 In proportion, very few properties were developed to accommodate
more housing. However, they identified at least three developments going on in the
neighborhood: the development at Park Street and Main Street, one in Capitol Avenue, and the
homeownership housing program by SINA.
Perceptions of safety in Park Street are very low. Everyone who I spoke has at least one
story where they have experienced or known of someone who has been a victim of crime. From
burglaries to see drug traffic, property damage, and someone being shot in the sidewalk,
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everyone I interviewed had a story of crime that occurred in Park Street.23 Because of its high
crime rates (see Figure 8), police presence has been increased in the neighborhood for crime
deterrence. Thus, there were around 381 crimes reported in 2018 compared to 183 in 2022 for
the same number of months.24 Some said that even people from the neighborhood often go to eat
at the cafeteria of the Hartford Public Hospital because they feel safer in that area.25 Even with
crime in the street, that has not prevented residents for coming to enjoy the Puerto Rican baked
goods from Sol de Borinquen to attending events at Park Street Library at the Lyric or doing
grocery shopping at El Mercado. Park Street is an exception from Jacobs’s eye on the street
which shows that maybe having people in the streets is not the only factor that will prevent
crime, but that there are other factors that can increase crime rates in certain areas even when
there are people in the streets. Or is it because the number of pedestrians in Park Street is not
enough to patrol each other’s behaviors? If it is not enough, how can we increase the number of
pedestrians on the street?
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Interviews No. 4, 5, 7, and 10.
Police Reported Crime at Frog Hollow NRZ meeting in 03/15/2022.
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Interview No. 5.
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Figure 8: Spatial Locations of Reported Crimes on and Near Park Street in Heat Maps

Life on Park Street
Even with high crime rates, this is a community with street life: “Nobody says Frog
Hollow is a ghost town.”26 This statement by a member of a neighborhood’s development
organization shows that there are always people and something going on in the street. From
holding daily errands to interactions in the barber salons and local shops, but also illegal
activities like drug dealing and prostitution27 which are a response of the unemployment and
poverty stresses in the neighborhood. Park Street being the main commercial corridor of the
neighborhood is the place where most of these interactions can occur.
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Interview No. 5.
Crime Reports by the Hartford Police Department at Frog Hollow NRZ meeting.
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Park Street also offers a sense of community based on the connections between the
people in this Latino enclave. According to Zukin, Chen, and Kasinitz (2015, p. 24), inclusion
happens in an ethnic enclave, but with inclusion, it comes exclusion from the surroundings of the
enclave. Inclusion and the agglomeration of Latino-owned businesses can also give way to moral
ownership of the place. The events at the Public Library and the presence of community
organizations like the Center for Latino Progress or the Spanish Merchants Association are other
of the moral ownership initiatives on Park Street. These are some local actors working in
fostering connections between residents, and business owners, and building resiliency in a
neighborhood that has suffered a lot from disinvestment. These organizations are also trying to
connect people from Frog Hollow with the rest of Hartford to encourage revitalization of the
community. However, the low-education levels and language often prevent people from obtain
higher paying jobs in the Downtown area because of the skills gap. Therefore, Spanish can be a
barrier that prevents opportunities outside Frog Hollow, but it facilitates the incorporation of new
Latin-American migrants. You can see this by reading the signs of the stores and advertisements
all in Spanish.
Park Street is never empty, but it also never as full as Brooklyn’s streets in New York
City. In fact, just as Hartford, its population has been declining since the 1950s, from 14,381 to
8,725 people in 2020. The Latino moral ownership of the place is what keeps people in the street,
but as the opportunities for economic improvement and stability in the area remains low, so does
the number of people in the street. A long-term neighborhood resident and community organizer
said that some people in the neighborhood have been able in attaining opportunities for upward
mobility, so they move out of Frog Hollow.28 This is furthered by low homeownership rates as it
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prevents neighborhood stability by encouraging more successful residents to settle in other areas.
As they leave, poorer immigrant populations slowly continue moving in furthered by low rent
prices and the already-existing agglomeration economy of Hispanic businesses.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Implications

Since the late 1950s, rust-belt municipalities have been concerned with the revival of
local commercial corridors. Commercial revitalization assumes that the areas targeted for
revitalization were once prosperous business sectors that have declined and deteriorated
(Feldman, 1984). This would also imply that with urban renewal plans such commercial
corridors could regain their vibrancy and street life. This is the case for Hartford which lost much
of its street life with its industrial and manufacturing base to the suburbs.
In Chapter 2, a framework was provided to study the creation of street life by focusing
on safety and walkability. Park Street and Pratt Street allow a study of the efforts of the city in
revitalizing the downtown area compared to a local neighborhood which has one of the largest
Hispanic commercial corridors of the New England region. Because of their differences outlined
below in Table 2 below, Pratt Street and Park Street constraint the relationship between
walkability and safety and showed mixed success in the (re)creation of street life.
Comparative Indicators
Location and
Demographics
(see Table 1 and Figure
1)

Physical Infrastructure

Pratt Street (Downtown)
Downtown:
Primarily white and Asian
2020 Median Income: $83,466
(See Appendix 1 for the median
income by racial category)
Housing is primarily for rent –
housing programs continue to be
for rent (see appendix 2 and 3).
Housing initiatives target young
professionals and empty-nesters.
- Short Street (630 foot long)
- Average sidewalk width 10.7
ft
- Pedestrian-only

Park Street (Frog Hollow)
Frog Hollow Neighborhood:
Primarily Hispanic/Latino and Black
2020 Median Income: $31,971
(See Appendix 1 for the median
income by racial category)
Housing is primarily for rent but
increase in programs working on
increasing homeownership (see
Appendix 2 and 3).
- Long Street (2 miles long)
- Average sidewalk width ranges
between 8.3 ft to 14.2 ft
- Two-way street with heavy traffic
and in-street parking
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- Uniform – 2 to 7-floor
buildings with commercial
storefronts on the ground floor
- Good lightning

Walkability

Most walkable (score 15.2620.0)

Frequency of people

- Non-uniform – some areas have 3
to 4 floor buildings with
commercial store fronts on the
ground floor. Others are empty lots
with parking spaces. Other have
drive-through areas with space
only for one or two businesses.
- Good lightning
Different areas throughout the street
are ranked differently. Most of the
street is ranked in the medium range
(score 10.51 -15.25)

- Rarely people in the street (1-2
persons every 15-20 minutes)
- A lot of people on Friday and
Saturday’s summer/fall nights
and during events

- Always few people (3-5 people) in
the street, more people seen around
noon
- More people shopping on the
weekends but the number of people
in the streets does not vary a lot
- Often groups of 3-7 people praying
in the street
Crime and Perception of - Crime rates are lower in Pratt
- Crime rates are higher around Park
Safety
Street
Street
- Downtown area is perceived as - Area is not perceived as safe, but
safer, but overall people see
people from the neighborhood have
Hartford as a dangerous city
figured ways to move around and
not worrying a lot about crime.
Type of businesses
- Recreational (art galleries,
Daily errands (supermarket,
boutiques, cafes, high-end barber barbershops, banks/cashing checks,
shop, yoga studio, package
pre-paid telephone stores, optical
stores) and some office spaces
dispensaries, pharmacies, package
- Businesses have online
stores, schools…
presence
Actors involved in
- Hartford Chamber of Progress
- Some government and private
economic and
- Hartford City government
investment with aid from CRDA –
commercial
- Capital Region Development
this particularly goes to the Main
development
Authority (CRDA)
Street and Parkville area projects
- Private developers
- Most development initiatives come
- Local businesses
from residents, local businesses, and
- Top-bottom approach
community organizations
Bottom-top approach (small
presence of top)
Table 2: Street life Indicators comparing Pratt Street and Park Street
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Walkability
Walkability relies on physical and perceptual/social infrastructure. With good lighting, wide
sidewalks, and pedestrian crossings, both streets have the physical infrastructure of becoming
high walkable zones. Park Street has the downside that the street has heavy car traffic and instreet parking which discourages walkability. The high frequency of public bus lines through
Park Street could bring more pedestrians to the street but also limits the walking distance people
do because they can simply hop on the bus to travel across the street. Because of its short length
and pedestrian-only characteristics, Pratt Street is much more intended to accommodate
walkability. However, people were observed more frequently in Park Street than in Pratt Street.
Therefore, as shown by the analytical framework (see Chapter 2), walkability also has
perceptual characteristics tied to the level of comfort and interest of people. This is too connected
to the businesses in the street and how close they are to people’s residential areas. Figure 9 below
outlines the mix between residential and commercial areas. Here, Pratt Street and the downtown
area rank above the average and the area around the Park Street Library branch ranks as high and
above the average in this indicator. The area around Park Street and Main Street contains both
below the average and above the average mixes, but that could be because the data is based on
the EPA (standing for?) walkability score from 2010, before the mixed-use complex in this
intersection develop. Therefore, over the last two years this intersection has been transformed
from parking lots to mixed-use commercial housing fitting the indicators considered to create the
score. Figure 9 demonstrates that a part of downtown, including the Front Street and Pratt Street
area, and most areas of Park Street have a decent mix of businesses and housing to attract
pedestrians.
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Figure 9: A Mix of Commercial and Residential Areas in Hartford
The interest in walking can also be attributed to the nature of businesses in the street.
Because most businesses in Pratt Street are primarily recreational, they will often attract
occasional/sporadic customers that will visit the street for entertainment and to enjoy
international cuisines. Park Street businesses for meeting daily needs make the street operate like
an ecosystem and attract more frequent customers. Park Street is a more appealing area to shop
because of the availability of specialty goods due to the street's daily errands character related to
a Hispanic/Latino identity.
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Perception of Safety
“I don't think[crime] it's as bad at worse than any other city, but Hartford definitely has a bad
reputation for crime, and there is a lot of crime in the city.”29 There are several explanations for
high crime rates in a city, including disinvestment in an area, high unemployment rates, and
infrastructure design (Dong, 2016; Feldman, 1984; Lee & Contreras, 2020; Newman, 1972).
Overall, less crimes are reported in Pratt Street compared to Park Street (see Figure 10).
Disinvestment in the area is due to the necessity to modernize or substantially rehabilitate mixeduse residential entities. Pratt Street has received major investments for revitalizing its storefronts
and upgrading the street design, and downtown’s unemployment rates are lower compared to
Frog Hollow’s; therefore, it is not surprising that crime is lower around Pratt Street. High
unemployment rates and lack of investment in Frog Hollow has put their residents under a lot of
stress which is represented with crime being highly concentrated in the area.

Figure 10: Spatial Locations of Reported Crimes Comparing Pratt Street and Park Street in
Heat Maps

29
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“Crime in Hartford is considerable, but people’s perceptions about it are even worse.”30
The problem of crime and the perception of gangs-related activities are a concern for many
people in Hartford. Vagrancy, graffiti, garbage gunshots fired, drug-traffic, and prostitution were
some of the examples of crime that people cited in interviews and during Neighborhood
Revitalization Zones meetings. All of these appeared in the police crime reports and were
mapped in Figure 10. Around both streets “crimes against the public” and “driving laws” were
one of the most frequent crime types between 2019 and 2020. Residents and visitors to Hartford
are aware of the crime rates in the city, which discourages people from visiting local shops
(Feldman, 1984). Several business owners also relied on different personal measures to keep
their properties safe, including using alarms systems and secure storefront doors.
The two heat maps show a lot of incidents in the Hartford area from 2019 to 2020. These
maps also reveal how concentrated crime is around Park Street and in Frog Hollow whereas the
incidents are more diluted in the downtown area. Frog Hollow has an even worse reputation for
crime because of its high number of police reported crimes. “People who work at Hartford
Hospital and even Frog Hollow neighbors”, according to a community organizer, “prefer to eat at
the hospital cafeteria because they are afraid of crime.”31 Therefore, people’s perception of crime
are impacting the ways in which they interact with local businesses and the amount of walking
they do.

30
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Street Life and Revitalization in Hartford
Street life in Hartford-and in most American Cities-has been impacted by two shocks.
One has been going on for a long time, while the other has been much shorter term and more
abrupt. The first is the combination of protracted deindustrialization, suburbanization, and
government policies for increasing homeownerships for middle-income and veteran’s families.
Suburban living became synonymous with the American dream which encouraged people to
leave city centers in search of better quality of life in suburbs. This created a donut effect which
left empty and hollowed-out downtown’s areas and rich hinterlands. With less people in the
center, downtown Hartford’s street life lost its vibrancy.
The second and most recent shock is the Covid-19 pandemic. This pushed Pratt Street
and other businesses to acquire open-street space and to extend their customers net to
online/remote-delivery. However, it also came when many businesses said they have
experienced an economic growth altogether with the overall city life improvement. The longterm effects of the pandemic on small businesses and street life are yet to be fully felt, but it has
also limited the amount of people in need of travel to their jobs because of tele-work which will
reduce the number of people in the streets. However, many businesses indicated that winter 2021
was one of the busiest seasons they have experienced. While this may herald a comeback of
street life, but we are unsure how much longer this will last.
When Hartford’s population started to decline in the 1950s, so did the population for
Downtown and Frog Hollow (see Figure 11). The population decline in the downtown area was
more pronounced than in Frog Hollow. The sharp decline in downtown’s population was a result
of the exodus of white middle-income families and industries to the suburbs. While this also
impacted Frog Hollow, its population declined at a steadier rate following the same trend as the
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overall city population (see Figure 11). The social ecosystem of the Frog Hollow provided a
safety net for the neighborhood and allowed for it to no suffer as much as downtown did. People
in Frog Hollow relied on some of the manufacturing jobs that fled to the suburbs, but they also
sustain a stronger service-based economy that helps them endure the urban decline and even the
pandemic. While they needed the jobs that moved to the suburbs, but people also needed the
products and services offered there. Also a low-middle income neighborhood, Park Street was a
prime destination for even poorer migrants which allowed for having an influx of population at
the same time of the overall cities’ exodus.

Figure 11: Population Decline in Hartford comparing Downtown and Frog Hollow
neighborhoods (1950 – 2020)
The slight increase in the population of Downtown over the last two decades shows the
impact of the considerable and continued efforts of the city into revitalizing its downtown since
the 1960s. “I’m really excited about what's happening downtown […] we're working on a lot of
new development projects like the north crossing project […], and it's the developments that are
going around Dunkin Donuts stadium, that I think that that is going to create even more
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walkability and things to do between the core of downtown and the rest of the city.”32 Overall,
we see not much of an impact of slight population on downtown revival. The continued decline
of Frog Hollow’s population shows no spill-over effect off the benefits for investing into
downtown. On the other hand, initiatives in developing revitalization and urban renewal projects
in other parts of the city have increased. For instance, the North End of Hartford has plans to
develop a wellness district and a cultural center (Gosselin, 2020). The Dunkin Donuts stadium
located just a bit north of downtown after the crossing of Interstate-84 was a response to
encourage development in the North Side and by closing the spatial chasm due to the highway.
In Frog Hollow, the Park and Main redevelopment project which has brought new
commerce and more residents into the neighborhoods can be just the beginning of the downtown
revival spilling into some adjacent neighborhoods. We will have to wait and see if gentrification
becomes a concern for future generations, if the project is able to attract the new audiences it
seeks. The building from the street’s south side has just recently added a couple of new
businesses one of which is a barber shop. This is a much higher-end barber shop compared to the
other ones on Park Street. But these barber shops are not only places for getting a haircut but are
places to make social interactions where residents get together, so it will be interesting to see
how this trendier barber shop will impact the social dynamics of the neighborhood.
On the other hand, members of a community organization believe that the spillover effect
on revitalizing the Frog Hollow neighborhood are very limited because of previous mechanisms
put in place to prevent investment in the area. This has to do with Park Street being located in a
historical district and the income-restricted housing program because they discourage private
developers investing in Frog Hollow. First, being a historic district adds extra bureaucratic

32
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barriers to growth, as well as the possibility of higher investment costs, as they must adhere to
the historic commission's housing rules. Second, income-restricted regulations limit the amount
of profit a developer can make from a property by limiting the amount of rent the developer can
collect. As a result, the time and money spent rehabilitating the housing may not be worth the
return on investment.
Cities have different types of places, each of them is known for different functions or
because of their prestige, such as a touristic center or a strong trade center (Chen et al., 2018).
Hartford was once known as the “Insurance Capital of the World.” Even though the insurance
sector remains relatively strong, Hartford has found itself competing against more globalized
cities and has need to start worrying about bringing street life back to its city center. Efforts to
revitalize streets are highly tied to efforts at place-(re)making. Both Pratt Street and Park Street
have found the place-making narrative a good way of attracting street life and investment to the
areas. The key difference lies in Pratt Street’s place-making efforts being more top-down and
Park Street working from the ground up with efforts of residents and community organizers. In
Pratt Street (see Chapter 3), business owners talk about a sense of community between small
businesses based on their efforts coordinated and supported by the city government and by
private developers. This sense of community was built by having the interest of redeveloping the
downtown area which is in the mind of all business owners and people in the downtown area.
Disinvestment, lack of government support, and high crime rates have forced Frog
Hollow’s residents and community organizations to take responsibility over revitalizing their
neighborhood. Their efforts have fostered a strong sense of moral ownership of the place. Moral
ownership fosters a sense of belonging for new Hispanic immigrants, many of whom are from
the working class, who are lured to the neighborhood by its comparatively inexpensive rent
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housing and enclave characteristics. Park Street's status as a Hispanic enclave allows newcomers
to speak Spanish and engage in businesses that cater to more familiar audiences. The strong
Latino ties and moral ownership have turned Park Street from a story of economic decline to an
example of a resilient community, which nevertheless is struggling to deal with continued
economic challenges.
In conclusion, the analytical framework (Chapter 2) specifies the positive impact of
walkability and perceptions of safety on street life, but Park Street and Pratt Street exhibit mixed
or uneven success in attracting or restoring more dynamic street life. Pratt Street is able to draw
enormous crowds on specific days and events but fails to sustain a steady stream of visitors. On
the other hand, Park Street has a constant flow of visitors, but their numbers are low compared to
other commercial corridors in larger cities. Together, this pair of streets in an economically
challenged small New England city reveals a fuller range of factors and actors that matter to
street life in complex interactive ways and yet have escaped much of the research focused on
large and diverse global cities. They also challenge municipal and community leaders and
planning professionals to rethink traditional efforts and approaches to reviving declined
downtowns and ethnic neighborhoods surrounding local commercial streets.
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Interviews for this Study
(Names have been omitted due to confidentiality)
Interview No. 1 conducted on 11/29/2021 – Pratt Street.
Interview No. 2 conducted on 02/18/2022 – Pratt Street.
Interview No. 3 conducted on 11/19/2021 – Pratt Street and Park Street.
Interview No. 4 conducted on 12/08/2021 – Park Street.
Interview No. 5 conducted on 04/04/2022 – Park Street.
Interview No. 6 conducted on 03/16/2022 – Park Street.
Interview No. 7 conducted on 03/15/2022 – Pratt Street and Park Street.
Interview No. 8 conducted on 10/25/2021 – Pratt Street.
Interview No. 9 conducted on 10/13/2021 – Pratt Street.
Interview No. 10 conducted on 10/01/2021 – Park Street.
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Appendix Table 1: Median Household Income by Race Comparing the Downtown Area with
Frog Hollow, 2019

Race
White
Black or African American
Hispanic or Latino
Asian

Downtown
$83,750
$67,159
$65,638
$89,630

Frog Hollow
$18,631
$59,583
$17,000
N/A

Social Explorer Tables: ACS 2019 (5-Year Estimates), Social Explorer; U.S. Census Bureau.
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Appendix Map 1: Change in Owner-Occupied Housing From 2010 to 2019 in Hartford, CT

Social Explorer Tables: ACS 2010 (5-Year Estimates) (SE), ACS 2019 (5-Year Estimates),
Social Explorer; U.S. Census Bureau.
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Appendix Map 2: Change in Renter-Occupied Housing From 2010 to 2019 in Hartford, CT

Social Explorer Tables: ACS 2010 (5-Year Estimates)(SE), ACS 2019 (5-Year Estimates),
Social Explorer; U.S. Census Bureau.
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Appendix Map 3: Neighbourhood Population Change in Hartford, 2010-2020

Davila, K., Wonderly, C., & Abraham, M. (2020). Hartford Neighborhood Changes 2010 to 2020.
DataHaven. https://ctdatahaven.org/hartford-neighborhood-changes-2010-2020.
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Appendix Map 4: Occupancy-type Housing in Hartford, CT, 2019

Social Explorer Tables: ACS 2019 (5-Year Estimates), Social Explorer; U.S. Census Bureau.
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